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Maximize your success with Arcadian’s line of advanced chemical 
solutions. Partnering with Arcadian will enhance customer satisfaction, 
increase revenues, reduce costs and make your life less complex. 

Arcadian is a family-owned business that has been providing advanced 
chemical solutions for car wash and truck wash industries for over 40 years. 
In addition, Arcadian manufactures a complete line of cleaners, degreasers 
and specialty products for a wide range of applications.
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AURORA® LPS40
Aurora® LPS40 is a low pH shampoo that is perfect as a presoak, single-color tri-foam, 
multi-color tri-foam or other application where a low ph is needed. Its high foaming 
capabilities and excellent cleaning properties make LPS40 a very versatile product. 
Available in red, green, orange, blue and white and has a vibrant bubblegum fragrance. 
Recommended draw ratio is 120:1 or higher.

AURORA® LPS40 EXTREME  
Aurora® LPS40 Extreme is our super concentrated low pH conditioning shampoo.
It is perfect for use as a presoak, wrap and mitter lubricating detergent, triple  
foaming conditioner or as a Lava Arch foaming conditioner where low pH is needed.  
Recommended dilutions are up to 400:1. Available in red, green, orange, blue  
and white and has a vibrant bubblegum fragrance.

AURORA® S100
Aurora® S100 is the first step of our Aurora Two Step Presoak System. It effectively 
cleans the toughest road grime, mineral build-up and oxidation from glass, aluminum, 
chrome and paint. It is also designed to provide window mask removal. The recom-
mended draw ratio is 64:1.

AURORA® S200
Aurora® S200 is the second step of our Aurora Two Step Presoak System. Excellent at 
removal of oils, dirt, grease, bugs, and road films as the second step in a low pH/high 
pH wash process. The recommended draw ratio is 64:1.

AURORA® PS-420
Gorgeous foam and strong scent, makes an impressive display for customers  
which will increase your self-serve sales. Orange color with a berry mint scent.  
Recommended draw ratio of 120:1 or more.

AURORA® WM800
A general function degreasing product perfect for tires, wheels and presoak.  
Provides the extra “punch” you need for those special cleaning jobs. Aurora® WM800 
also works excellent as a prep soap and bug remover. For industrial applications  
Aurora WM800 is widely used in automated floor scrubbing equipment as well  
as by power washers as a degreaser. Great affordable performance!

GENESIS™
A low pH presoak based on a non-hf acid technology system. Great for two step 
applications where extra glass and chrome cleaning is desired without the use of HF. 
Excellent at cleaning difficult road grime, mineral build-up and oxidation from glass, 
aluminum, chrome and paint. The recommended draw ratio is 90:1.

OPTIMA®

Optima® is our best one-step presoak and this highly concentrated product uses our 
advanced European Surfactant Technology to provide the best cleaning you’ve seen. 
Easily rinses and provides no “white residue” like many competitors products. Optima 
is also excellent for use in self service bays as the cleaning ability will impress you and 
your customers. Recommended Draw Ratio is 90:1.

OPTIMA® AF2  
Our newest, lowest cost liquid presoak. New technology has allowed us to create this 
highly foaming, multi-purpose liquid presoak designed to be highly effective on most 
vehicles and cleaning circumstances. It can be used in tunnels, as a single step or 
second step in touchless systems, in friction automatics as well as in self service bays. 
Recommended draw ratios up to 120:1.

PRESOAKS
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OPTIMA® BOOST  
An advanced ultra concentrated presoak and pH booster using our Advanced  
Surfactant Technology. Provides superior vehicle cleaning and road film removal.  
Optima® Boost is designed to be used with a dual Hydrominder or injection and in 
conjunction with Arcadian’s Optima® SC, Optima® PB or Optima® AF2. This unique 
technology allows the product to be drawn directly from the container at ratios up to 400:1. 

OPTIMA®-PB
Optima® PB is our strongest and most economical powdered presoak.  Designed with 
the performance of our Optima® in mind, but in a powder form and for use in touch-
less automatics, self- serve bays and tunnel operations.  Benefits include no heavy 
drums to lift, no disposal issues and lower shipping costs.  Draw ratios up to 120 to 1.

OPTIMA® SC  
An advanced ultra concentrated presoak using our advanced European Surfactant 
Technology. Provides superior vehicle cleaning and road film removal. Optima® SC is 
designed to be used with a dual Hydrominder or injection system and in conjunction  
with Arcadian’s Optima® Boost. This unique technology allows the product to be 
drawn directly from the container at ratios up to 600 to 1.

PINNACLE™ POWDER
For those customers that want powder for their presoak, nothing compares to Pinnacle™. 
Used for many years nationwide, it provides some of the best, low-cost cleaning  
available. For locations with special cleaning needs, we also provide Pinnacle™ Booster 
for the “extra-kick” that only comes from liquids. Draw ratio up to 17:1. We are proud 
to announce that Pinnacle™ Powder Truck and Pressure Wash Soap is now certified 
kosher by the Orthodox Union (OU). 

PRECEPT™
Single-step presoak specifically designed to aid cleaning where magnesium, sodium 
and calcium chlorides are used by municipalities for ice management on roads. In 
addition, Precept™ works excellent as a prep soap and bug remover. Draw ratio 64:1.

SUPER SOAP™
Our famous original, economy powdered presoak provides good cleaning and removal 
of road film. Draw ratio up to 8:1. Super Soap™ is also an excellent powdered laundry 
detergent designed to remove difficult stains from clothing.  

TF-66  
As a first step presoak for Touchless Car Wash Systems, Arcadian’s Titanium Series can 
totally remove the “window mask” and road films. This system is designed to be used in 
true “Two Step Systems” only, and you must have equipment made to handle both high 
and low pH products. TF66 is a super concentrated first step that can also be used in 
conjunction with the Titanium 2 as a second. The recommended draw ratio for the TF66 
is up to 240:1 and for Titanium 2 our recommended draw ratio 90:1. Contains HF.

TITANIUM™ 1
Titanium™ 1 is recommended as the first of two steps in a 2-step presoak process.   
Titanium 1 is an acid-based presoak designed to provide enhanced cleaning and  
remove windshield eyebrows and road films. It also effectively cleans the toughest 
road grime, mineral build-up and oxidation from glass, aluminum, chrome and paint. 
Titanium Step 2 is recommended as the second step in this process for proper  
cleaning. The recommended draw ratio is 90:1. Contains HF.

TITANIUM™ 2
Titanium™ 2 is recommended as the second of two steps in a 2-step presoak process.  
Titanium 2 is an alkaline based presoak designed to provide excellent vehicle cleaning 
utilizing our unique surfactant technology. Excellent at removing oils, dirt, grease, 
bugs, and road films as a single step or as the second step in a low pH/high pH wash 
process. When combined with our Titanium 1 First Step, this process has unsurpassed 
vehicle cleaning. The recommended draw ratio is 90:1.
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TITANIUM™ GS
Titanium™ GS is our newest single step super concentrated presoak designed for 
fleet cleaning of trucks, tractors, trailers, agricultural and earth moving equipment.  
Formulated as the premier single step presoak with the most advanced surfactant 
technology, Titanium GS is an aggressive pre-soak for fleets that are looking to avoid 
products containing any acids. Titanium GS is designed for use on painted surfaces 
and aluminum. It provides excellent clinging properties allowing the product to clean 
to levels normally only seen using 2 step systems. Excellent at removing hydrocarbons, 
dirt, grease, bugs, and road films.

AURORA® LPS40
Aurora® LPS40 is a low pH shampoo that is perfect as a presoak, single-color tri-foam, 
multi-color tri-foam or other application where a low ph is needed. Its high foaming 
capabilities and excellent cleaning properties make LPS40 a very versatile product. 
Available in red, green, orange, blue and white and has a vibrant bubblegum fragrance. 
Recommended draw ratio is 120:1 or higher.

AURORA® LPS40 EXTREME  
Aurora® LPS40 Extreme is our super concentrated low pH conditioning shampoo.  
It is perfect for use as a presoak, wrap & mitter lubricating detergent, triple foaming 
conditioner or as a Lava Arch foaming conditioner where low pH is needed.  
Recommended dilutions are up to 400 to 1. Available in red, green, orange, blue  
and white and has a vibrant bubblegum fragrance. 

AURORA® SERIES FBS-15
Our economy foam brush shampoo is highly concentrated with a variety of strong 
scents and rich colored lather. Lathers up to a thick, car wash foaming brush deter-
gent. Excellent for use in foaming brush systems, rollovers, tunnels, pressure washers, 
and hand wash. Our Aurora FBS Series high-sudsing formulation removes road  
build-up from painted surfaces and is safe for clear coat finishes when used as 
directed. Multiple color and fragrance combinations are available to create a unique 
experience for your customers. Recommended draw ratio of 120:1. 

AURORA® SERIES FBS-20
Our Aurora® FBS20 provides excellent color and fragrance and lathers up to a thick, 
car wash foaming brush detergent. Excellent for use in foaming brush systems, roll-
overs, tunnels, pressure washers, and hand wash. Our Aurora FBS Series high-sudsing 
formulation removes road build-up from painted surfaces and is safe for clear coat 
finishes when used as directed. Recommended draw ratio of 240:1. Multiple color and 
fragrance combinations are available to create a unique experience for your customers.

AURORA® SERIES FBS-25
The most concentrated foam brush detergent we have ever made! Great scents and 
color. Lathers up to a thick, car wash foaming brush detergent. Excellent for use in 
foaming brush systems, rollovers, tunnels, pressure washers, and hand wash. Our 
Aurora® FBS Series high-sudsing formulation removes road build-up from painted 
surfaces and is safe for clear coat finishes when used as directed. Recommended 
draw ratio of 640:1 or more! Multiple color and fragrance combinations are available 
to create a unique experience for your customers.

DETERGENTS & SOAPS
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AURORA® SERIES FBS-30
This is truly one of the most unique foam brush products. This advanced technology 
allows the product to be drawn directly from the container at ratios up to 700:1.  
Multiple color and fragrance combinations are available to create a unique  
experience for your customers.  

AURORA®TC4D  
Arcadian's Aurora® TC4D is a highly concentrated neutral triple foaming conditioning  
shampoo, with brilliant colors and vibrant fragrances, even at extremely high  
dilutions. Excellent for use in triple foam system and lava arch systems where the 
ultimate show experience is needed with  extreme colors and scents. Aurora TC4D is 
available in green, red, blue, orange, yellow and white and in fragrances including  
coconut lime, berry, bubblegum, pina colada and grape. Draw ratios of 240:1 or higher.

AURORA® WM800
A general function degreasing product perfect for tires, wheels and presoak.  
Provides the extra “punch” you need for those special cleaning jobs. Aurora® WM800 
also works excellent as a prep soap and bug remover. For industrial applications  
Aurora WM800 is widely used in automated floor scrubbing equipment as well as by 
power washers as a degreaser. Great affordable performance!

HP 2000 FOAM BRUSH SHAMPOO
HP2000 Foam Brush Shampoo is a concentrated hybrid between a foaming detergent 
and powerful presoak. High alkaline, designed for customers who desire enhanced 
cleaning from their foam brush systems.

HP 2000 POWER FOAM
HP 2000 Power Foam is a concentrated high pressure soap, a hybrid between a foam-
ing detergent and powerful presoak. High alkaline, designed for high cleaning where 
customers may not use brushes or presoak. Also provides excellent lubricity and is 
widely used as a friction detergent in both automatic and tunnel systems. Draw ratios 
of 120:1 or higher.

MLC50  
Arcadian’s MLC50 is a liquid, high foaming, cleaning and lubricating detergent that 
provides highly concentrated performance. For use as a wrap and mitter lubricating 
detergent and for use in lava bath/foaming arch applications. Available in a variety  
of colors with very pleasing grape scent. As a wrap and mitter lubricating detergent, 
and in lava bath applications, excellent results have been seen with draw ratios  
of up to 500:1.  

MLC75  
Arcadian’s MLC75 is a liquid, high foaming, cleaning and lubricating detergent that 
provides highly concentrated performance. For use as a wrap and mitter lubricating 
detergent and for use in Lava Bath/Foaming Arch Applications. Available in a variety 
of colors with very pleasing grape scent. Excellent results have been seen with draw 
ratios of up to 1000:1. 

SUPER FOAM²™
Extreme concentrated detergent to be used in foam brush systems, mitters  
and as a high pressure detergent. Draw ratio 750:1 and MORE!  

YUKON PLUS™
The only choice when using foam brushes in the winter! This complete foam brush product 
will not freeze when used as directed. A nice light blue color. Can be adjusted to varying 
levels for a range of freeze production. Protects down to ZERO degrees fahrenheit.
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AURORA® WC500
An economical and advanced alkaline tire and wheel cleaner that is acid free, scrub-
free and ready to take the work out of tire/wheel cleaning. The recommend draw 
ratio is 64:1. Green in color and available with or without pine scent.

AURORA® WM800
A general function degreasing product perfect for tires, wheels and presoak.  
Provides the extra “punch” you need for those special cleaning jobs. Aurora® WM800 
also works excellent as a prep soap and bug remover. For industrial applications 
Aurora WM80 is widely used in automated floor scrubbing equipment as well as by 
power washers as a degreaser. Great affordable performance!

RINSE-AWAY
Rinse-Away is Arcadian's most aggressive acid-based cleaner, formulated for metal 
wheels. It will brighten chrome, clear-coated and mag wheels and is safe for plastic 
wheel covers. It contains strong mineral acids which quickly remove brake dust and 
road films. Cleans and brightens without scrubbing. Recommended dilutions are up 
to 200:1. Do not use on PVD, anodized, or uncoated aluminum wheels. Contains HF.

TF-66  
TF-66 is Arcadian’s newest technology acid-based wheel cleaner and first step presoak 
for touchless car wash systems. Formulated for metal wheels as well as for brightening 
chrome, clear coated and mag wheels and is safe for plastic wheel covers, TF-66 quickly 
attacks and removes brake dust and road films, while cleaning and brightening without 
scrubbing.  Recommended dilutions are up to 120 to 1 for wheel cleaning. Do not use 
on PVD, anodized, or uncoated aluminum wheels. Contains HF.

TIRE BOND™ SB
Arcadian's Tire Bond™ SB is a ready-to-use, solvent-based tire dressing used in express 
exterior and full-service car washes, self-service car washes with tire shine application  
machines as well as hand applied by detail shops. Tire Bond SB has been formulated with  
the latest silicone technology with very low slinging and provides a durable long lasting shine.

TIRE BOND™ WB
Arcadian's Tire Bond™ WB is a ready-to-use, water-based tire dressing used in express exte-
rior and full-service car washes, self-service car washes with tire shine application machines 
as well as hand applied by detail shops. Tire Bond WB has been formulated with the 
latest silicone technology with very low slinging and provides a durable long lasting shine.

ULTRA-BRIGHT BOOSTER™
This is the perfect add-on to our Ultra-Bright Cleaners. When mixed together it will 
remove extreme cases of brake dust and make white-walls look brand new!  
No scrubbing-no long dwell times. 

ULTRA-BRIGHT LIQUID™
This is the liquid version of our Ultra-Bright Powder. When mixed together with 
Ultra-Bright Booster, it will remove extreme cases of brake dust and make the 
white-walls look brand new.  

ULTRA-BRIGHT POWDER™
This famous tire cleaner has been one of our premium tire and wheel cleaners for years. 
Perfect for any application — self-serve, tunnels and CTA’s. Non-caustic/non-acidic.  
Bright green. Use with Ultra Bright Booster for unbelievable cleaning.

WHEEL CLEANERS & TIRE TREATMENTS
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WAXES & PROTECTANTS
AURORA FP256
Aurora® Series FP256 is designed for all triple foam systems. This product provides 
colorful rich lather with appealing colors and strong berry scent that customers love!  
It also aids drying and enhances shine while offering surface protection at an economy 
price. The recommended draw ratio is 120:1.

AUTO-BOND™
Auto-Bond™ has been developed with POLYMER Science Technology that offers total  
vehicle surface protection. Our advanced formulation is designed to repel water,  
enhance shine, protect surfaces, and give that added show all at a price that cannot 
be beat! Wonderful power punch scent that customers love! Recommended draw 
ratio is 240:1 or higher!

CARNAUBA-BOND™
Carnauba Bond™ is a truly affordable way to apply a Carnauba-Based protectant 
through nearly every applicator! High foaming, high water shedding and long surface 
adhesion with piña colada scent. Draw ratios of 120:1 or higher!

CARNAUBA-SHINE
Arcadian’s Carnauba-Shine and Protection Spray is a ready-to-use product and a great 
solution to keeping your car, truck, or motorcycle looking like new while providing 
outstanding protection against the elements. Carnauba-Shine is made from real  
Brazilian Carnauba Wax and easily applies, protecting the surface from harmful  
airborne pollution, contamination and water spots. Simply spray and remove with  
a dry cloth to bring an incredible shine in minutes.

CHERRY SPRAY PROTECTANT™
A concentrated protectant for use in wax and protectant cycles. Provides enhanced 
water shedding with cherry scent and great foam-ability. Draw ratio up to 90:1.

ENVIRO-SAFE™
This oil free protectant is an excellent product for those locations requiring high  
beading, a mild cherry or lemon scent, and no “build-up” on the vehicle surface.  
This product is hydrocarbon free and great for reclaim systems. Draw ratio 90:1.

EXQUISITE™
Exquisite™ is an excellent clear coat protectant that is to be used in the high-pressure 
cycle of your wax or protectant application. Exquisite provides high beading, a great 
cherry scent, and a medium foam covering to give the customer confidence of the 
products application. Use this product and your customers will never question the 
performance of your wax or protectant cycle. Draw ratio 120:1.

FOAMING AUTO-BOND™
Foaming Auto-Bond™ has been developed with POLYMER Science Technology that 
offers total vehicle surface protection while adding the foaming show many operators 
desire. Our advanced formulation is designed to repel water, enhance shine, protect 
surfaces, and give that added show all at a price that cannot be beat! Wonderful power 
punch scent that customers love! Recommended draw ratio is 240:1 or higher!

LEMON FOAM PROTECTANT™
A concentrated protectant for use in wax and protectant cycles. Provides enhanced 
water shedding with lemon scent, and great foam-ability. Draw ratio up to 90:1.W
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ODYSSEY EF  
Odyssey EF boasts extreme water beading and sheeting from vehicle surfaces faster
and more efficiently than most drying agents on the market. Its revolutionary new 
technology is designed to repel water at dilutions that have not yet been achieved 
until now. Odyssey EF is designed to be drawn directly from the container at dilutions 
up to 2000 to 1. For systems not designed for high dilution products, Odyssey can be 
easily pre-diluted with water in order to achieve the desired dilution levels.

PF4000™ TRIPLE FOAM PROTECTANT
If you offer a triple coat application, your customers deserve a product that really
delivers. Incredible colored foam, Arcadian’s PF4000™ is a true clear coat protectant 
that provides unparalleled water shedding, a strong cherry scent, and non-staining 
color customers love. Our special formula provides excellent surface protection for up 
to3 weeks and a shine that keeps customers happy! Draw ratio 120:1.

PHOENIX™ RINSE AID
The perfect choice for tunnel applications where an effective rinse aid is needed to 
shed water prior to drying. Provides high water beading /shedding and reduces towel 
drying labor and spotting from missed areas. Recommended draw ratio is 120:1.

PHOENIX™ SD & SDXD
Phoenix ™ SD and SDXD consistently deliver dry vehicles at extremely high dilution
rates and the lowest cost per car with water shed/run off within seconds! Perfect for
pre-drying. Recommended draw ratios up to 1000:1.

THE #1 WALL AND EQUIPMENT CLEANER
NU-WALL™ THE #1 WALL CLEANER 

NU-WALL™ 2 THE #1 HF FREE WALL CLEANER

Thanks to Arcadian Services Nu-Wall™, wall cleaning is fast and easy! 
Spray Nu-Wall on brick, block, metal, or fiberglass panels. Allow to  
sit a minute or two. Rinse away with high pressure for a CLEAN wall!  
Your walls look “brand-new” and it requires no scrubbing. 
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WALL CLEANING IN CARWASHES IS NO LONGER A HARD, LABOR-INTENSIVE JOB.
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AURORA® HYDRA-GUARD 67 
Aurora® Hydra-Guard 67 is a premium oil free, water-glycol, water-soluble hydraulic
fluid for conveyorized car wash tunnel systems. Aurora Hydra-Guard 67 is beneficial
in the case that hydraulic fluid is accidently sprayed onto a vehicle during a hydraulic 
leak and is easily removed with a basic water rinse. It is free of any mineral oils and 
will not leave residue on vehicles. Aurora Hydra-Guard 67 has a high viscosity index 
along with a low pour point to ensure excellent performance even during cold weather. 
Aurora Hydra-Guard 67 is an Environmentally-conscious water-based formula.

BUSTER BUG REMOVER
Arcadian’s Buster Bug Remover is fast-acting, and quickly penetrates and liquefies
bugs and other insects that are normally encountered on windshields and grilles.
Buster Bug Remover is an excellent choice for self-service and automatic car washes.
It rinses clean with little effort and is safe on all painted surface as well as
headlights, grilles and windshields.

CARNAUBA-SHINE
Arcadian’s Carnauba-Shine and Protection Spray is a ready-to-use product and a great 
solution to keeping your car, truck, or motorcycle looking like new while providing 
outstanding protection against the elements. Carnauba-Shine is made from real  
Brazilian Carnauba Wax and easily applies, protecting the surface from harmful  
airborne pollution, contamination and water spots. Simply spray and remove with  
a dry cloth to bring an incredible shine in minutes.

CHASSIS-BOND
Arcadian’s Chassis-Bond is an excellent choice for vehicle undercarriage cleaning and
protection. Chassis-Bond leaves a protective film to further defend against foreign
contaminates affecting vehicle underbodies. This specially concentrated formula 
works to inhibit rust, making this an excellent add-on to any car wash tunnel or in-bay 
automatic system with an undercarriage spray applicator.
 

DRESSING-BOND
Arcadian's Dressing-Bond is a ready-to-use, water-based interior and exterior dressing 
in detail shops, car dealerships and full service car washes. It is excellent for use on 
rubber, vinyl, leather and plastic and has been formulated with the latest silicone 
technology for durability.

HALO  
Halo is an ammonia-free glass cleaner concentrate and is a non-streaking, industrial- 
strength formula that cleans glass, acrylic and tinted windows. Each gallon of concentrate 
makes up to 18 gallons of ready to use glass cleaner. Halo has been formulated with 
ingredients that help in penetrating dirt and grime and its ammonia-free formulation 
provides safe cleaning for tinted glass. Halo is ideal for use in athletic facilities, hotels, 
automotive detail shops, car and truck dealers, car washes, commercial buildings,  
hospitals, assisted living facilities, conference centers, office buildings, and schools.

PREVAIL  
Arcadian’s Aurora® Prevail is a highly foaming, colored and scented wash and wax
designed to clean and protect vehicles in one easy step. This deep cleaning and
foaming conditioner and protective formula removes road films while providing
surface protection. For best results, avoid washing the car in direct sunlight,
rinse off heavy dirt and debris from the vehicle, add 1oz of Arcadian’s Aurora
Prevail Wash & Wax Car Wash to an empty 1 gallon pail and fill pail with water.
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RECLAIM BOOSTER
Arcadian’s Reclaim Booster is a mixture of cultures designed to treat surfactants, oils,
greases, hydrocarbons and other wastes commonly found in carwash reclaim pits.
The breakdown of these materials eliminates odor problems and improves reclaim
water quality. Reclaim Booster is economical to use and works in all-weather climates.
It is also compatible with most reclaim systems and will not interfere with the perfor-
mance of the washing chemicals. Another benefit is that this will help keep your car 
wash bays free of buildup and deposits.

SCENT-A-VENT
Arcadian’s Scent-A-Vent can be used with any proportioning device and diluted down. 
This can be used to generate an incredibly low-cost way to add varying aromatics to 
your car tunnel car wash or in-bay automatic and greatly enhance the customer  
experience. Scent-A-Vent can also be used as a revenue enhancement as an upsell. 
Simply dilute with water up to 400:1 and disperse through arch in the bay near or 
around the front of the vehicle. Scent-A-Vent is available in the following fragrances: 
grape, lemon, coconut lime, piña colada, cinnamon, strawberry and others by request.

SLATE  
Arcadian’s Slate is a concentrated PHOSPHATE FREE LIQUID 
laundry detergent with an advanced formulation for today’s 
fabrics. Slate has been carefully formulated with ingredients
that help in penetrating into the fabrics to release surface 
tension and penetrate the soils to provide safe cleaning for 
most fabrics. It is ideal for use in athletic facilities, hotels, 
car washes, commercial laundries, hospitals, assisted living 
facilities, conference centers, office buildings, and schools. 

SUPER SOAP™
Our original famous economy powdered presoak provides good cleaning and  
removal of road film. Draw ratio up to 8:1. Super Soap also is an excellent powdered 
laundry detergent designed to remove difficult stains from clothing.  

TERMIN-ODOR  
Arcadian’s Termin-Odor removes all odors including: pet odor, cigarette, cigar, other 
smoke odors, grease smells and much more. Termin-Odor’s long-lasting technology, 
clings to offensive odor molecules and removes them from the surroundings. 
Use as follows: Hold spray bottle 1-5 feet from surface. Mist, in air, 1 to 2 sprays per  
vehicle underneath the seats or 1 to 2 sprays per carpeted room (up to 200 square 
feet in size). Do not apply over hard surfaces. For smaller rooms and car interiors,  
1 spray will be sufficient. Termin-Odor contains no water and is highly concentrated.

WINDSHIELD WONDER
Arcadian’s Windshield Wonder is a hyper concentrated windshield washer fluid  
that is designed to mix 6 ounces of Windshield Wonder with water to yield 55 gallons  
of ready-to-use windshield washer fluid. Arcadian’s Windshield Wonder is great as  
an add on for full-service or express car washes as well as for quick lube centers.
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Features and benefits:

· Concentrated
· Easy to use liquid
· Penetrates tough stains
· Controlled sudsing
· Phosphate free

1-800-BUY-SOAP1-800-BUY-SOAP
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EQUIPMENT/VENDORS
1-800-BUY-SOAP

1-800-BUY-SOAP
1-888-BUY-A-WASH
(256) 766-7734

www.arcadianservices.com
www.1800BUYSOAP.com

3109 Northington Ct. 
Florence, AL 35630

TOUCHLESS / IN-BAY AUTOMATIC 
CAR WASH EQUIPMENT
Arcadian Services is pleased to offer the full line 
of Belanger and Washworld Touchless Car Wash 
Systems, including the Saber and Kondor units from 
Belanger and the Washworld Razor & Revv units. 
Call us today to receive detailed information on our 
wash systems.

FRICTION AND SOFT CLOTH IN-BAY 
CAR WASH EQUIPMENT
Arcadian Services offers the Belanger Cube and Freestyler and the  
Washworld Profile Soft Cloth In-Bay Automatic Car Wash Systems. These 
units provide superior cleaning in locations where owners and customers 
may prefer friction versus no-touch cleaning. Please call us for details on 
these In-Bay Friction units.

TUNNEL CAR WASH EQUIPMENT
Arcadian Services offers a full line of Tunnel Car Wash 
Equipment by several manufacturers including Belanger, 
featuring the Spinlite. Whether it’s a full tunnel, express 
tunnel or a hybrid, we have what you need. Please call 
us for details on our Tunnel Systems.

SELF-SERVE CAR WASH EQUIPMENT
Arcadian Services is proud to represent some of the largest, most  
successful manufacturers in the self-service car wash business. We have 
installed hundreds of units nationwide. We offer a complete line of 
equipment that includes the most technologically advanced features. 
Call us today to learn about all the systems and services we offer. 

WE HAVE EVERY TYPE OF SYSTEM 
AND FEATURE YOU ARE LOOKING 
FOR — AT THE BEST PRICE!


